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Students discuss their research from the previous lesson in a jigsaw discussion, return to the Vision and Light
Simulation, and observe a demonstration that allows them to better understand how receptor sensitivity affects animal
vision. To begin, students share what they read in the reference book with their peers through a jigsaw discussion
activity. During a class reflection, students share ideas about animals’ receptor sensitivity, the time of day during which
they are active, and the amount of light they need in order to see well. Students then return to the Vision and Light
Simulation, using the new Different Predators mode to investigate what different animals need to be able to see well in
different amounts of light. As they investigate what makes a difference in the ability to see, students engage in the
scientific practice of controlling variables. Lastly, students get new observations from scientists that show what the
Tokay gecko and Emerald Tree Skink see in low-light conditions. This new evidence helps them reflect on the Tokay
gecko problem they are trying to solve. The purpose of this lesson is to invite students to begin connecting receptor
sensitivity with the amount of light needed to see well, as well as to introduce students to the concept that animals see
differently based on the type of receptors they have and the amount of light available in the environment.

Anchor Phenomenon:Anchor Phenomenon: The population of Tokay geckos in a rain forest in the Philippines has decreased since the
installation of new highway lights.
InInvveesstigtigativative Phenomenon:e Phenomenon: An Emerald Tree Skink reacts to prey in a lit terrarium but a Tokay gecko does not.

StudentStudents les learn:arn:

Lesson Overview

• An animal’s light receptor sensitivity corresponds to whether it needs to be able to see in conditions with high or
low light.

• Animals that look for food at night need to be able to see well in low light; animals that look for food during the
day need to be able to see well in high light.
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Students use the Vision and Light Simulation to investigate how different
predators see their prey in different amounts of light.

Instructional Guide
1. Intr1. Introducoduce the activite the activityy.. Point out that students just shared ideas about why it might be important for certain animals to
see well in a lot of light and for others to see well in just a little light. Explain that they will now revisit the Vision and Light
Simulation to investigate how different predators see their prey in different amounts of light.

2. P2. Prroject theoject the VVision and Lightision and Light Simulation and intrSimulation and introducoduce Diffe Differerent Pent Prredatedatorors modes mode.. Go to the Students Apps Page and
select the unit. Then, select the Simulation. Show students how to navigate to Different Predators mode.

33. Dis. Discuscuss the prs the practicactice oe of cf controntrolling volling variableariabless.. Explain that partners will work to identify which variable they should
change so that they can figure out what makes different animals able to see at night (in low light) or during the day (in
bright light).

1

2
SIM

Investigating Sight in
Different Amounts of Light

3

Investigating Sight in Different
Amounts of Light

25
MIN

• Press the receptor sensitivity toggle and point out that the color of the predator changes when the receptor
sensitivity changes. Explain that animals can’t change their receptor sensitivity, so when students change the
receptor sensitivity, they are replacing the predator in the Sim with a different predator. Note the color change of
the predators.

• Reset the Sim and point out that the default setting for receptor sensitivity is LOW and for pupil is LARGE.

• Move the slider for the amount of light to HIGH and angle the light so it will shine on the prey.

• Point out that before students test any variables, they should run the Sim with these initial settings and record
their observations in their notebooks.

• Explain that students’ mission is to change variables to figure out why the two predators see the prey best in
different amounts of light. They will first run tests in bright light, and then in low light.

What are the variables in the Sim?
[Direction of light, amount of light, receptor sensitivity, pupil size, and type of prey.]
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Point out the controls for each variable as they are named.

44. Intr. Introducoduce the note the notebook pebook pagagee.. Have students turn to pages 75–78, Investigating Animal Vision in Different Amounts of
Light, in their notebooks. Read the instructions aloud. Emphasize that students will be investigating how predators see
in low light and in bright light. Point out that the angle of the light should remain the same in each investigation.

55. Student. Students ws work in the Sim and cork in the Sim and completomplete the note the notebook pebook pagagee.. Designate pairs and distribute devices. After a few
minutes working in the Sim, prompt students to switch “drivers.”

66. Intr. Introducoduce the dise the discuscussion.sion.

77. P. Pairairs shars sharee.. Remind students that they can use the notebook page to guide their sharing. Explain that you’d like
students to focus on whether or not they found that changing the same variables made it possible for the predator to
see its prey in the same amount of light.

88. Whole-clas. Whole-class shars sharee..

Why should you only change one variable at a time?
[So we know which variable made a difference.]

Remember that scientists change just one variable at a time. This helps scientists know for sure which variable
has made a difference in their investigation.

As you know, scientists share their ideas with other scientists. As part of your investigation, you will compare the
variables you changed when you were using the Sim.

• Let students know that you are going to group them with a second pair to share ideas about their investigations.
Let pairs know that you’d like them to discuss which variable(s) they changed in order to make the predator able
to see well in low light and which variable(s) they changed in order to make the predator able to see well in bright
light.

• FFocus on changing only one vocus on changing only one variableariable.. Remind students that they were practicing changing only one variable in
this Sim use and have volunteers share what they changed and what they observed.

Which variables did you change during your investigations?
[Pupil size and receptor sensitivity.]

In general, how did changing these variables affect the predator’s vision?
[Changing the pupil size allowed more light to enter the eye when the pupil was bigger and less light to enter the
eye when the pupil was smaller. Changing the receptor sensitivity changed how clear the image was when there
were different amounts of light that entered the eye—low-sensitivity receptors needed more light for a clear
image, while high-sensitivity receptors needed less light for a clear image.]
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99. C. Collect digitollect digital deal devicviceess..

Teacher Support
Rationale

TTechnology Notechnology Note: Re: Rececepteptor Sor Sensitivitensitivity in the Simy in the Sim
In the Sim, students are able to change the sensitivity of the light receptors in the predator’s eye. Real animals cannot
change the type of receptors they have so that they can see better under different light conditions. To illustrate this but
still allow students to investigate how the sensitivity of receptors affects animal vision, the color of the predator’s fur
changes when the receptor sensitivity is changed. This is the only time the predator is replaced, since animals can
change the size of their pupils, although this has less of an effect on how the animal sees than the sensitivity of its
receptors.

Instructional Suggestion

PPrrooviding Morviding More Support: Se Support: Selecting Velecting Variableariables ts to To Teesstt
There are several variables students can change in Different Predators mode: angle of light, amount of light, pupil size,
receptor sensitivity, and type of prey. In this activity, students are instructed to control the amount of light and angle of

• FFocus on rocus on rececepteptor sor sensitivitensitivityy.. Reviewing the differences between high- and low-sensitivity light receptors and
how these affected the predators’ vision.

Which predator was able to see its prey clearly in bright light?
[The predator with low-sensitivity receptors.]

Which predator was able to see its prey clearly in low light?
[The predator with high-sensitivity receptors.]

Based on what you saw in the Sim, do you think a predator with low-sensitivity receptors can ever see clearly in
low light? Why or why not?
[No. Low-sensitivity receptors require more light in order for the animal to see clearly.]

Do you think a predator with low-sensitivity receptors hunts during the day or at night? Why?
[During the day because there is more light.]

Do you think the predator with high-sensitivity receptors can ever see clearly in bright light? Why or why not?
[No. High-sensitivity receptors require less light in order for the animal to see clearly.]

Do you think a predator with high-sensitivity receptors hunts during the day or at night? Why?
[During the night because there is less light.]

• Point out that animals cannot change the sensitivity of their light receptors. Remind students that when they
changed the receptor-sensitivity variable in the sim, the type of predator changed.
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light for each test, and are encouraged to change one of the other three variables during their tests. Students should
quickly recognize that changing the type of prey will not affect how well the predator can see and should rule out this
variable as something they should change. If students struggle to identify that pupil size and receptor sensitivity are the
variables they should be changing, you may want to lead a brief class discussion about the three variables and provide
additional guidance in choosing a variable for each test. You may want to remind students that for an animal to see,
light needs to reach the predator’s receptors. Point out that simply changing what the predator is looking at will not
change how much light is getting to its receptors.

Background

SScienccience Pe Prracticacticees: Us: Usse oe of Ff Fair Tair Teessttss
Ensuring that an experiment is a fair test is a crucial part of investigation design and gathering reliable data to use as
evidence. When scientists set up experiments, they control for as many variables as possible in order to isolate the one
variable they are studying—they try to keep all other variables the same so they can be sure that any difference
between the two treatments is a result of the one variable they are investigating. In students’ use of the Vision and Light
simulation, they will investigate what variables they should change in order to figure out what makes the predator able
to see in the dark or in the light. They are encouraged to change one variable at a time.

Possible Responses

VVision and Lightision and Light SimulationSimulation

What sWhat studenttudents should do and notics should do and notice:e:
Students should use the Sim to investigate how predators with different receptor sensitivities see under different light
conditions.

Students should first set the amount of light to HIGH and observe that the default predator (low-sensitivity receptors,
large pupil) cannot see the prey clearly. They should then change one variable at a time to see whether a change to the
pupil size will allow the predator to see the prey, or whether a predator with a different receptor sensitivity would be able
to see the prey.

• Change pupil size to small (leave receptor sensitivity alone): clear image of prey forms and predator can identify
the prey is safe to eat

• Change receptor sensitivity to high (leave pupil size alone): bright, washed-out image of prey forms and predator
can’t identify what it is looking at

Lesson 4.3
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Students should then set the amount of light to LOW and observe that the default predator (low sensitivity receptors,
large pupil) cannot see the prey clearly. They should then change one variable at a time to see whether a change to the
pupil size will allow the predator to see the prey, or whether a predator with a different receptor sensitivity would be able
to see the prey.

• Change pupil size to small (leave receptor sensitivity alone): very dark image of prey forms and predator can’t
identify what it is looking at

• Change receptor sensitivity to high (leave pupil size alone): clear image of prey forms and predator can identify
the prey is safe to eat

Vision and Light
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InInvveesstigtigation Notation Notebookebook
InInvveesstigtigating Animal Vating Animal Vision in Diffision in Differerent Amountent Amounts os of Lightf Light (pages 75–78)

BBeefforore Changing Ve Changing Variableariables in Bright Lights in Bright Light

How well could the predator see the prey?
Just okay

Lesson 4.3
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Describe what the predator saw. Could it tell if the prey was safe to eat?
The image in the thought bubble was bright but not very clear. The predator could see the prey, but couldn’t tell if it was
the safe or toxic prey.

TTeesst #1t #1

I reset the Sim and changed receptor sensitivity to high.

How well could the predator see the prey?
Not very well

Describe what the predator saw. Could it tell if the prey was safe to eat?
The image in the thought bubble was very white. The predator wasn’t able to see the prey and couldn’t tell if it was the
safe or toxic prey.

TTeesst #2t #2

I reset the Sim and changed pupil size to small.

How well could the predator see the prey?
Very well

Describe what the predator saw. Could it tell if the prey was safe to eat?
The image in the thought bubble was a perfect image of the prey. The predator was able to see the prey and recognize
that it was safe to eat.

BBeefforore Changing Ve Changing Variableariables in Ls in Loow Lightw Light

How well could the predator see the prey?
Just okay

Describe what the predator saw. Could it tell if the prey was safe to eat?
The image in the thought bubble was dark and not very clear. The predator could see the prey, but couldn’t tell if it was
the safe or toxic prey.

TTeesst #3t #3

I reset the Sim and changed receptor sensitivity to high.
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How well could the predator see the prey?
Very well

Describe what the predator saw. Could it tell if the prey was safe to eat?
The image in the thought bubble was a perfect image of the prey. The predator was able to see the prey and recognize
that it was safe to eat.

TTeesst #4t #4

I reset the Sim and changed pupil size to small.

How well could the predator see the prey?
Not very well

Describe what the predator saw. Could it tell if the prey was safe to eat?
The image in the thought bubble was very dark. The predator wasn’t able to see the prey and couldn’t tell if it was the
safe or toxic prey.

Lesson 4.3
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75

Name: _______________________________________ Date: ________________

Vision and Light—Lesson 4.3

1. Open the Sim and choose Different Predators mode from the menu.
2. Use the Sim to figure out how different predators can see their prey 

clearly in different amounts of light.
3. Follow the directions in each part to answer the questions.

Part 1: Predator Vision in Bright Light

1. Move the Amount of Light slider to high. Angle the lamp so the light 
shines on the prey.

2. Press PLAY and observe what the predator sees. Record your 
observations.

Before Changing Variables in Bright Light

How well could the predator see the prey? (circle one)

Not very well    Just okay    Very well

Describe what the predator saw. Could it tell if the prey was safe to eat? 

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

3. Press the button to reset the Sim.

4. Move the Amount of Light slider to high. Angle the lamp so the light 
shines on the prey.

5. Change one variable: receptor sensitivity, pupil size, or type of prey.

6. Press PLAY and observe what the predator sees. Record your 
observations.

Investigating Animal Vision in Different Amounts of Light 
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76

Name: _______________________________________ Date: ________________

Vision and Light—Lesson 4.3

Investigating Animal Vision in Different Amounts of Light 
(continued)

Test #1
I reset the Sim and changed ______________ to ______________.

How well could the predator see the prey? (circle one)

Not very well    Just okay    Very well

Describe what the predator saw. Could it tell if the prey was safe to eat? 

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

7. Press the button to reset the Sim.

8.  Move the Amount of Light slider to high. Angle the lamp so the light 
shines on the prey.

9. Change one variable: receptor sensitivity, pupil size, or type of prey.

10.  Press PLAY and observe what the predator sees. Record your 
observations.

Test #2
I reset the Sim and changed ______________ to ______________.

How well could the predator see the prey? (circle one)

Not very well    Just okay    Very well

Describe what the predator saw. Could it tell if the prey was safe to eat? 

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________
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Name: _______________________________________ Date: ________________

Vision and Light—Lesson 4.3

Investigating Animal Vision in Different Amounts of Light 
(continued) 

Part 2: Predator Vision in Low Light

1. Move the Amount of Light slider to low. Angle the lamp so the light shines 
on the prey.

2. Press PLAY and observe what the predator sees. Record your 
observations.

Before Changing Variables in Low Light

How well could the predator see the prey? (circle one)

Not very well    Just okay    Very well

Describe what the predator saw. Could it tell if the prey was safe to eat? 

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

3. Press the button to reset the Sim.

4. Move the Amount of Light slider to low. Angle the lamp so the light shines 
on the prey.

5. Change one variable: receptor sensitivity, pupil size, or type of prey.

6. Press PLAY and observe what the predator sees. Record your 
observations.
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Name: _______________________________________ Date: ________________

Vision and Light—Lesson 4.3

Test #3
I reset the Sim and changed ______________ to ______________.

How well could the predator see the prey? (circle one)
Not very well    Just okay    Very well

Describe what the predator saw. Could it tell if the prey was safe to eat? 

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

7. Press the button to reset the Sim.

8.  Move the Amount of Light slider to low. Angle the lamp so the light 
shines on the prey.

9. Change one variable: receptor sensitivity, pupil size, or type of prey.

10.  Press PLAY and observe what the predator sees. Record your 
observations.

Test #4
I reset the Sim and changed ______________ to ______________.

How well could the predator see the prey? (circle one)
Not very well    Just okay    Very well

Describe what the predator saw. Could it tell if the prey was safe to eat? 

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

Investigating Animal Vision in Different Amounts of Light 
(continued)
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Students discuss their research from the previous lesson in a jigsaw discussion, return to the Vision and Light
Simulation, and observe a demonstration that allows them to better understand how receptor sensitivity affects animal
vision. To begin, students share what they read in the reference book with their peers through a jigsaw discussion
activity. During a class reflection, students share ideas about animals’ receptor sensitivity, the time of day during which
they are active, and the amount of light they need in order to see well. Students then return to the Vision and Light
Simulation, using the new Different Predators mode to investigate what different animals need to be able to see well in
different amounts of light. As they investigate what makes a difference in the ability to see, students engage in the
scientific practice of controlling variables. Lastly, students get new observations from scientists that show what the
Tokay gecko and Emerald Tree Skink see in low-light conditions. This new evidence helps them reflect on the Tokay
gecko problem they are trying to solve. The purpose of this lesson is to invite students to begin connecting receptor
sensitivity with the amount of light needed to see well, as well as to introduce students to the concept that animals see
differently based on the type of receptors they have and the amount of light available in the environment.

Anchor Phenomenon:Anchor Phenomenon: The population of Tokay geckos in a rain forest in the Philippines has decreased since the
installation of new highway lights.
InInvveesstigtigativative Phenomenon:e Phenomenon: An Emerald Tree Skink reacts to prey in a lit terrarium but a Tokay gecko does not.

StudentStudents les learn:arn:

Lesson Overview

• An animal’s light receptor sensitivity corresponds to whether it needs to be able to see in conditions with high or
low light.

• Animals that look for food at night need to be able to see well in low light; animals that look for food during the
day need to be able to see well in high light.

Lesson 4.3
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Students use the Vision and Light Simulation to investigate how different
predators see their prey in different amounts of light.

Instructional Guide
1. Intr1. Introducoduce the activite the activityy.. Point out that students just shared ideas about why it might be important for certain animals to
see well in a lot of light and for others to see well in just a little light. Explain that they will now revisit the Vision and Light
Simulation to investigate how different predators see their prey in different amounts of light.

2. P2. Prroject theoject the VVision and Lightision and Light Simulation and intrSimulation and introducoduce Diffe Differerent Pent Prredatedatorors modes mode.. Go to the Students Apps Page and
select the unit. Then, select the Simulation. Show students how to navigate to Different Predators mode.

33. Dis. Discuscuss the prs the practicactice oe of cf controntrolling volling variableariabless.. Explain that partners will work to identify which variable they should
change so that they can figure out what makes different animals able to see at night (in low light) or during the day (in
bright light).

1

2
SIM

Investigating Sight in
Different Amounts of Light

3

Investigating Sight in Different
Amounts of Light

25
MIN

• Press the receptor sensitivity toggle and point out that the color of the predator changes when the receptor
sensitivity changes. Explain that animals can’t change their receptor sensitivity, so when students change the
receptor sensitivity, they are replacing the predator in the Sim with a different predator. Note the color change of
the predators.

• Reset the Sim and point out that the default setting for receptor sensitivity is LOW and for pupil is LARGE.

• Move the slider for the amount of light to HIGH and angle the light so it will shine on the prey.

• Point out that before students test any variables, they should run the Sim with these initial settings and record
their observations in their notebooks.

• Explain that students’ mission is to change variables to figure out why the two predators see the prey best in
different amounts of light. They will first run tests in bright light, and then in low light.

Vision and Light
Lesson Guides
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Point out the controls for each variable as they are named.

44. Intr. Introducoduce the note the notebook pebook pagagee.. Have students turn to pages 75–78, Investigating Animal Vision in Different Amounts of
Light, in their notebooks. Read the instructions aloud. Emphasize that students will be investigating how predators see
in low light and in bright light. Point out that the angle of the light should remain the same in each investigation.

55. Student. Students ws work in the Sim and cork in the Sim and completomplete the note the notebook pebook pagagee.. Designate pairs and distribute devices. After a few
minutes working in the Sim, prompt students to switch “drivers.”

66. Intr. Introducoduce the dise the discuscussion.sion.

77. P. Pairairs shars sharee.. Remind students that they can use the notebook page to guide their sharing. Explain that you’d like
students to focus on whether or not they found that changing the same variables made it possible for the predator to
see its prey in the same amount of light.

88. Whole-clas. Whole-class shars sharee..

¿Cuáles son las variables en la Simulación?
[La dirección de la luz, la cantidad de luz, la sensibilidad de los receptores, el tamaño de las pupilas y el tipo de
presa].

¿Por qué deberían cambiar solo una variable a la vez?
[Para saber qué variable hizo una diferencia].

Recuerden que los científicos cambian solo una variable a la vez. Esto ayuda a los científicos a saber con certeza
qué variable ha hecho una diferencia en su investigación.

Como ya saben, los científicos comparten sus ideas con otros científicos. Como parte de su investigación,
ustedes van a comparar las variables que cambiaron cuando estaban usando la Simulación.

• Let students know that you are going to group them with a second pair to share ideas about their investigations.
Let pairs know that you’d like them to discuss which variable(s) they changed in order to make the predator able
to see well in low light and which variable(s) they changed in order to make the predator able to see well in bright
light.

• FFocus on changing only one vocus on changing only one variableariable.. Remind students that they were practicing changing only one variable in
this Sim use and have volunteers share what they changed and what they observed.

¿Qué variables cambiaron durante sus investigaciones?
[El tamaño de la pupila y la sensibilidad del receptor].

Lesson 4.3
Activity 2
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99. C. Collect digitollect digital deal devicviceess..

Teacher Support
Rationale

TTechnology Notechnology Note: Re: Rececepteptor Sor Sensitivitensitivity in the Simy in the Sim
In the Sim, students are able to change the sensitivity of the light receptors in the predator’s eye. Real animals cannot
change the type of receptors they have so that they can see better under different light conditions. To illustrate this but
still allow students to investigate how the sensitivity of receptors affects animal vision, the color of the predator’s fur

En general, ¿cómo es que haber cambiado estas variables afectó la visión del depredador?
[Cambiar el tamaño de la pupila dejó entrar más luz al ojo cuando la pupila estaba más grande y menos luz al ojo
cuando la pupila estaba más pequeña. Cambiar la sensibilidad del receptor cambió lo clara que estaba la imagen
cuando diferentes cantidades de luz entraban al ojo. Los receptores de baja sensibilidad necesitaban más luz
para tener una imagen más clara, mientras que los receptores de alta sensibilidad necesitaban menos luz para
tener una imagen clara].

• FFocus on rocus on rececepteptor sor sensitivitensitivityy.. Reviewing the differences between high- and low-sensitivity light receptors and
how these affected the predators’ vision.

¿Cuál depredador pudo ver su presa con claridad en la luz brillante?
[El depredador con receptores de baja sensibilidad].

¿Cuál depredador pudo ver su presa con claridad en la luz baja?
[El depredador con receptores de alta sensibilidad].

Según lo que vieron en la Simulación, ¿piensan que un depredador con receptores de baja sensibilidad puede
alguna vez ver con claridad en la luz baja? ¿Por qué sí o por qué no?
[No. Los receptores de baja sensibilidad necesitan más luz para que el animal pueda ver con claridad].

¿Piensan que un depredador con receptores de baja sensibilidad caza durante el día o la noche? ¿Por qué?
[Durante el día, porque hay más luz].

¿Piensan que el depredador con receptores de alta sensibilidad puede alguna vez ver claramente en la luz
brillante? ¿Por qué sí o por qué no?
[No. Los receptores de alta sensibilidad necesitan menos luz para que el animal pueda ver claramente].

¿Piensan que un depredador con receptores de alta sensibilidad caza durante el día o la noche? ¿Por qué?
[Durante la noche, porque hay menos luz].

• Point out that animals cannot change the sensitivity of their light receptors. Remind students that when they
changed the receptor-sensitivity variable in the sim, the type of predator changed.

Vision and Light
Lesson Guides
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changes when the receptor sensitivity is changed. This is the only time the predator is replaced, since animals can
change the size of their pupils, although this has less of an effect on how the animal sees than the sensitivity of its
receptors.

Instructional Suggestion

PPrrooviding Morviding More Support: Se Support: Selecting Velecting Variableariables ts to To Teesstt
There are several variables students can change in Different Predators mode: angle of light, amount of light, pupil size,
receptor sensitivity, and type of prey. In this activity, students are instructed to control the amount of light and angle of
light for each test, and are encouraged to change one of the other three variables during their tests. Students should
quickly recognize that changing the type of prey will not affect how well the predator can see and should rule out this
variable as something they should change. If students struggle to identify that pupil size and receptor sensitivity are the
variables they should be changing, you may want to lead a brief class discussion about the three variables and provide
additional guidance in choosing a variable for each test. You may want to remind students that for an animal to see,
light needs to reach the predator’s receptors. Point out that simply changing what the predator is looking at will not
change how much light is getting to its receptors.

Background

SScienccience Pe Prracticacticees: Us: Usse oe of Ff Fair Tair Teessttss
Ensuring that an experiment is a fair test is a crucial part of investigation design and gathering reliable data to use as
evidence. When scientists set up experiments, they control for as many variables as possible in order to isolate the one
variable they are studying—they try to keep all other variables the same so they can be sure that any difference
between the two treatments is a result of the one variable they are investigating. In students’ use of the Vision and Light
simulation, they will investigate what variables they should change in order to figure out what makes the predator able
to see in the dark or in the light. They are encouraged to change one variable at a time.

Possible Responses

VVision and Lightision and Light SimulationSimulation

What sWhat studenttudents should do and notics should do and notice:e:
Students should use the Sim to investigate how predators with different receptor sensitivities see under different light
conditions.

Students should first set the amount of light to HIGH and observe that the default predator (low-sensitivity receptors,
large pupil) cannot see the prey clearly. They should then change one variable at a time to see whether a change to the
pupil size will allow the predator to see the prey, or whether a predator with a different receptor sensitivity would be able
to see the prey.

• Change pupil size to small (leave receptor sensitivity alone): clear image of prey forms and predator can identify
the prey is safe to eat

Lesson 4.3
Activity 2

Vision and Light
Lesson Guides

© The Regents of the University of California
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• Change receptor sensitivity to high (leave pupil size alone): bright, washed-out image of prey forms and predator
can’t identify what it is looking at

Students should then set the amount of light to LOW and observe that the default predator (low sensitivity receptors,
large pupil) cannot see the prey clearly. They should then change one variable at a time to see whether a change to the
pupil size will allow the predator to see the prey, or whether a predator with a different receptor sensitivity would be able
to see the prey.

• Change pupil size to small (leave receptor sensitivity alone): very dark image of prey forms and predator can’t
identify what it is looking at

Vision and Light
Lesson Guides

Lesson 4.3
Activity 2
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• Change receptor sensitivity to high (leave pupil size alone): clear image of prey forms and predator can identify
the prey is safe to eat

InInvveesstigtigation Notation Notebookebook
InInvveesstigtigating Animal Vating Animal Vision in Diffision in Differerent Amountent Amounts os of Lightf Light (pages 75–78)

BBeefforore Changing Ve Changing Variableariables in Bright Lights in Bright Light

Lesson 4.3
Activity 2

Vision and Light
Lesson Guides
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How well could the predator see the prey?
Just okay

Describe what the predator saw. Could it tell if the prey was safe to eat?
The image in the thought bubble was bright but not very clear. The predator could see the prey, but couldn’t tell if it was
the safe or toxic prey.

TTeesst #1t #1

I reset the Sim and changed receptor sensitivity to high.

How well could the predator see the prey?
Not very well

Describe what the predator saw. Could it tell if the prey was safe to eat?
The image in the thought bubble was very white. The predator wasn’t able to see the prey and couldn’t tell if it was the
safe or toxic prey.

TTeesst #2t #2

I reset the Sim and changed pupil size to small.

How well could the predator see the prey?
Very well

Describe what the predator saw. Could it tell if the prey was safe to eat?
The image in the thought bubble was a perfect image of the prey. The predator was able to see the prey and recognize
that it was safe to eat.

BBeefforore Changing Ve Changing Variableariables in Ls in Loow Lightw Light

How well could the predator see the prey?
Just okay

Describe what the predator saw. Could it tell if the prey was safe to eat?
The image in the thought bubble was dark and not very clear. The predator could see the prey, but couldn’t tell if it was
the safe or toxic prey.

TTeesst #3t #3

Vision and Light
Lesson Guides

Lesson 4.3
Activity 2
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I reset the Sim and changed receptor sensitivity to high.

How well could the predator see the prey?
Very well

Describe what the predator saw. Could it tell if the prey was safe to eat?
The image in the thought bubble was a perfect image of the prey. The predator was able to see the prey and recognize
that it was safe to eat.

TTeesst #4t #4

I reset the Sim and changed pupil size to small.

How well could the predator see the prey?
Not very well

Describe what the predator saw. Could it tell if the prey was safe to eat?
The image in the thought bubble was very dark. The predator wasn’t able to see the prey and couldn’t tell if it was the
safe or toxic prey.

Lesson 4.3
Activity 2

Vision and Light
Lesson Guides
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Nombre: ____________________________________ Fecha: ________________
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1. Abre la simulación y elige la modalidad Different Predators (diferentes 
depredadores) del menú.

2. Usa la simulación para averiguar cómo diferentes depredadores pueden 
ver sus presas claramente en diferentes cantidades de luz.

3. Sigue las instrucciones en cada parte para responder las preguntas.

Parte 1: visión del depredador cuando hay luz brillante

1. Mueve la barra de ajuste de Amount of Light (cantidad de luz) a high 
(alta). Coloca la lámpara en un ángulo para que la luz alumbre la presa.

2. Oprime PLAY (reproducir) y observa lo que ve el depredador. Apunta tus 
observaciones.

Antes de cambiar variables cuando hay luz brillante

¿Qué tan bien pudo ver a la presa el depredador? (encierra una en un círculo)

No muy bien    Más o menos    Muy bien

Describe lo que vio el depredador. ¿Podría distinguir si la presa era 
segura para comer?

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

3. Oprime el botón para reiniciar la simulación.

4. Mueve la barra de ajuste de Amount of Light (cantidad de luz) a high 
(alta). Coloca la lámpara en un ángulo para que la luz alumbre la presa.

5. Cambia una variable: sensibilidad del receptor, tamaño de la pupila o tipo 
de presa.

6. Oprime PLAY (reproducir) y observa lo que ve el depredador. Apunta tus 
observaciones.

Visión y luz—Lección 4.3

Investigar la visión de los animales en  
diferentes cantidades de luz
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Prueba #1
Reinicié la simulación y cambié ______________ a ______________.

¿Qué tan bien pudo ver a la presa el depredador? (encierra una en un círculo)

No muy bien    Más o menos    Muy bien

Describe lo que vio el depredador. ¿Podría distinguir si la presa era 
segura para comer?

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________ 

7. Oprime el botón para reiniciar la simulación.

8.  Mueve la barra de ajuste de Amount of Light (cantidad de luz) a high 
(alta). Coloca la lámpara en un ángulo para que la luz alumbre la presa.

9.  Cambia una variable: sensibilidad del receptor, tamaño de la pupila o 
tipo de presa.

10.  Oprime PLAY (reproducir) y observa lo que ve el depredador. Apunta 
tus observaciones.

Prueba #2
Reinicié la simulación y cambié ______________ a ______________.

¿Qué tan bien pudo ver a la presa el depredador? (encierra una en un círculo)

No muy bien    Más o menos    Muy bien

Describe lo que vio el depredador. ¿Podría distinguir si la presa era 
segura para comer?

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

Visión y luz—Lección 4.3

Investigar la visión de los animales en  
diferentes cantidades de luz (continuación)
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Visión y luz—Lección 4.3

Investigar la visión de los animales en  
diferentes cantidades de luz (continuación) 

Parte 2: visión del depredador cuando hay poca luz

1. Mueve la barra de ajuste de Amount of Light (cantidad de luz) a low 
(baja). Coloca la lámpara en un ángulo para que la luz alumbre la presa.

2. Oprime PLAY (reproducir) y observa lo que ve el depredador. Apunta tus 
observaciones.

Antes de cambiar variables cuando hay poca luz

¿Qué tan bien pudo ver a la presa el depredador? (encierra una en un círculo)

No muy bien    Más o menos    Muy bien

Describe lo que vio el depredador. ¿Podría distinguir si la presa era 
segura para comer?

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________ 

3. Oprime el botón para reiniciar la simulación.

4. Mueve la barra de ajuste de Amount of Light (cantidad de luz) a low 
(baja). Coloca la lámpara en un ángulo para que la luz alumbre la presa.

5. Cambia una variable: sensibilidad del receptor, tamaño de la pupila o 
tipo de presa.

6. Oprime PLAY (reproducir) y observa lo que ve el depredador. Apunta tus 
observaciones.
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Visión y luz—Lección 4.3

Prueba #3
Reinicié la simulación y cambié ______________ a ______________.

¿Qué tan bien pudo ver a la presa el depredador? (encierra una en un círculo)
No muy bien    Más o menos    Muy bien

Describe lo que vio el depredador. ¿Podría distinguir si la presa era 
segura para comer?

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

7. Oprime el botón para reiniciar la simulación.

8.  Mueve la barra de ajuste de Amount of Light (cantidad de luz) a low 
(baja). Coloca la lámpara en un ángulo para que la luz alumbre la presa.

9.  Cambia una variable: sensibilidad del receptor, tamaño de la pupila o 
tipo de presa.

10.  Oprime PLAY (reproducir) y observa lo que ve el depredador. Apunta 
tus observaciones.

Prueba #4
Reinicié la simulación y cambié ______________ a ______________.

¿Qué tan bien pudo ver a la presa el depredador? (encierra una en un círculo)
No muy bien    Más o menos    Muy bien

Describe lo que vio el depredador. ¿Podría distinguir si la presa era 
segura para comer?

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

Investigar la visión de los animales en  
diferentes cantidades de luz (continuación)
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